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MINNESOTA AND STANFORD
NEW CENTRES OF AUSTRIAN STUDIES
Financed through a birthday gift from the
people of Austria, two permanent chairs of
Austrian studies were established at US universities this spring. Wilhelm Schlag of the
Ministry of Science and Research here tells
the story of how this initiative was first
mooted.
hen the bicentennial of the American Revolution
was approaching, Professor Robert Winks of Yale
University suggested that a suitable expression of
appreciation of this event by foreign friends of the United
Stares might be the endowment at American universities of
chairs dedicated to teaching and research about the donor
countries. This suggestion was taken up in Austria.
In order to raise the necessary funds the "Osrerreichischer
Nationalfonds 200 Jahre USA" was founded and a Board
of Directors was formed under the chairmanship of Chancellor Bruno Kreisky. He was joined by the Ministers of
Foreign Affairs, Finance, Education and Art, Science and
Research, and leading personalities in the arts, the world of
learning, and the mass media. Among these was Manfred
Mautner Markhof, industrialist and President of the Austro-American Society in Vienna. Professor Adolf Nussbaumer of Vienna University assisted in the preparatory
work.
The foundation appealed to the people of Austria to contribute ro the fund through the purchase of "AmerikaSterne" which were put on sale at banks throughout the
country. The Government pledged to match these contributions from the national budget. The goal of the drive
was, to begin with, to raise the equivalent of one million US
dollars. It was far exceeded.
Hertha Firnberg, Austrian Minister of Science and Research, was requested by the Board to have her Ministry
draft criteria for the award of the grant. The following
guidelines were laid down:
(1) The Austrian chair, or institute, should serve as a catalyst
in the study of Austria in various departments of a suitable
American university, whereby attention should be focussed on modern, contemporary Austria. In addition,
it should serve as a focal point for Austrian studies
throughout the United States.
(2) The chair to be set up in perpetuity and to be fully
integrated in the academic programme.
(3) The holder of the chair, or head of the institute, to be
an American specialist in the field of Austrian studies.
(4) The programme of the chair, or institute, to be conducted primarily on a post-graduate level. It should be
equipped to develop irs own programme, i.e. have suitable
premises, a library, and staff. It should publish the results of
research, and in so doing coordinate its efforts with existing
American publications in the field of Ausrrian studies.
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(5) The programme should be reinforced by the appointment of Austrian guest lecturers and by other forms of
academic interchange.
(6) The recipient university should be so located as to m ake
the presentation of Austria meaningful also locally and
regionally.
In the meantime, the Austrian campaign had been given
wide publicity in the United States, and a number of universities registered their interest. Nine submitted concrete
proposals for the use to which they would put the Austrian
grant. Following the guidelines, three candidates were
selected: Yale, Minnesota, and Stanford.
Yale proposed a chair of Austrian studies to be permanent
but to be attached to no single department. It would rotate
among different departments, to be held by distinguished
professors whose work and teaching has to do specifically
with Austria. At one time the chair might be held by a professor of economics or political science, at another by a professor of the history of ideas or of literature. Such rotation
would take place at irregular intervals, the chair being held
for a period of time, to move to another professor or department on the retirement of the holder.
The holder of the chair was nor only to teach courses but
also to provide a focal point for the coordination of other
courses, programmes, and activities dealing with Austria
throughout the university.
While similar in several respects to the proposals submitted
by Yale, the plan for a "Center of Austrian Studies" put forward by the University of Minnesota envisioned a strong

Manfred Mautner Markhof, Wilhelm Schlag,
Prof Adolf Nussbaumer
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MINNESOTA AND STANFORD
institutionalization of the chair and its affiliation with one
of the university's traditionally stronger departments. In
view of the importance of history as a bridge between the
humanities and the social sciences, and taking into account
the strong interdisciplinary approach of the university's
Department of History, the Center's director was to be
associated with that department. He would continue to
pursue research projects but would also seek to maintain
the Center's function as a focal point by coordinating
teaching and research programmes dealing with Austria
through the university and extra muros.
A representative of the Austrian Institute in New York
would be invited to serve on a consultative committee as an
ex officio member. The Center would encourage departments of the university to invite scholars from Austria to
act as visiting professors or guest lecturers. To ensure the
greatest impact of such visitors on Austrian studies in the
United States, the Center would in concert with the Austrian Institute in New York inform other institutions of the
presence of those scholars in the United States, and assist in
coordinating lecture tours and visits to other institutions of
learning.
The Center of Austrian Studies would stimulate scholarly
research and concern with Austrian topics. To this end it
would fund suitable research projects of senior faculty
members and support graduate students engaged in such
research. When feasible, the Center would sponsor an
annual conference on some aspect of Austrian life. In
addition, smaller symposia would be held from time to
time.
If possible, the proceedings of such meetings would be published in cooperation with the University of Minnesota
Press. The university would try to bring the editorhip of a
major scholarly publication to the Center. A new journal of
Austrian studies might be established.
The proposal drawn up by the University of Stanford differed from those of Yale and Minnesota. It was based on the
view that for maximum benefit to Austria and to Stanford
a "Distinguished Visiting Professorship of Austrian Studies" would be established with the aid of an Austrian grant.
This position would rotate to permit the treatment of a
sizeable number of aspects of Austrian culture. The stimulation affor_d ed Stanford's faculty and students by the partlC!patiOn m such a programme of a variety of distin~uished Austrian scholars with differing professional
mterests, was thought to be a highly desirable aspect of this
p~a_n. The presence of a variety of distinguished Austrian
VISitors on campus would facilitate the arrangement of
public lectures and off-campus appearances. This would
appeal to the public in the area surrounding San Francisco
Bay. Extra-mural activities of this sort would offer
opportunities of reaching an audience far larger than that
on campus.
The visiting professorship would normally be tenable for
three academic terms, i.e. approximately nine months. The
scholars concerned would be expected to perform regular
teaching functions at both the undergraduate and graduate
level. Time would also be available for the holder of the
professorship to conduct his or her own research, or to become involved in ongoing research projects at Stanford.
When the fund -raising drive in Austria had ended it
turned out that the target of one million dollars had been
substantially surpassed and, with the matching grant of the

Austrian Government, almos~ 1.5 million dollars was now
available.
In February 1977 the Board made its final choice. It was
held that Austria was already well represented on the East
Coast of the United States, and the choice thus narrowed
down to Stanford University and the University of Minnesota. Since strong arguments were advanced for the selection of either university, Chancellor Kreisky suggested that
the grant be divided: one million US dollars to go to the
University of Minnesota for the establishment of a Center
of Austrian Studies, and the rest of 450,000 dollars to Stanford University for the endowment of a rotating chair on
this subject.
Minnesota was seen as one of the best state universities in
an important area of the United States where hitherto
Austria had been under-represented. Among its alumni
and faculty were seven Nobel Laureates. They had helped
tO develop the Salk vaccine, open-heart surgery, and
blight-resistant wheat. Its reputation attracts students from
all over the United States. In the autumn of 1976 its various
programmes and schools, among them the world-famous
Mayo Clinic, enrolled more than 80,000 students. Its campusses cover more than 24,000 acres, and at present there
are about 2,000 foreign students from more than 100 countries. Of 4,226 full -time and 1,481 part-time faculty members several are already specialists in Austrian studies.
Stanford University is known as one of the most famous
and most highly qualifi~d private universities in the United
States. A 1976 survey of American professional schools of
graduate rank rated Stanford's Graduate School of Business
and its School of Education first in the United States, its
School of Engineering second, its School of Medicine third,
and its Law School sixth. There are nine Nobel Laureates
on its faculty.
Stanford's specific links with Austria are strong and of long
standing. Since 1965 the university has maintained an
overseas campus known as "Stanford in Austria", first on
the Semmering 60 miles from Vienna, and since 1967 in
Vienna. Since this started, more than 1,100 Stanford students have spent an average of at least six months living and
studying at this campus.
Stanford's Department of German Language Studies has
concluded an agreement with the University of Vienna
which provides for an exchange of graduate students, and
the Stanford Alumni Association has for the last several
years been regularly conducting a " Danube Seminar" of
several weeks' duration, based on Vienna. Quite a number
of the Stanford faculty devote their work to aspects of
Austria: One of them, for instance, Kurt Steiner, wrote
"Politics in Austria", which in the United States is widely
regarded as the most authoritative study of post-World
War II Austrian government and politics. The library can
boast one of the richest collections of books, periodicals,
and other material relating to Austria.
Presenting the grant in Minnesota, Chancellor Kreisky
said: " The United States of America played a decisive role
in the restoration and reconstruction of a free and sovereign
Austria after the Second World War. The people and
Government of Austria have thought the American Revolutionary Bicentennial a fitting occasion to show their
appreciation of the many proofs of friendship and good
will of the American people towards Austria. We hope that
the endowment of this Center will strengthen the ties of
friendship between our two countries."
e
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BETWEEN ACTNISM
AND ADJUSTMENT
by Helmut Frisch
Institute of Political Economy,
Technical University, Vienna

roblems of inflation and trade
cycles are not the same for a small
open economy as for a large
country. On the one hand, every
country has its own internal developments which can be influenced partially, and on the other hand every
open economy is linked to international trade cycles and price developments which to a large extent cannot
be influenced. Economic policymaking is therefore faced with the
somewhat delicate problem of trying
to act actively while at the same time
adjusting to international develop-

P

ments. In the period between 1972 and
1976 this problem became dramatically pressing for all smaller national
economies. In this short span of time,
there was a fundamental change in the
international monetary system, an
unexpected acceleration of the rate of
inflation, a simultaneous boom of all
Western European OECD countries as
well as the US, and finally an unusually
sharp world-wide recession in 1974.
Before analyzing the way in which
Austria has been affected by these

10

How the economic policies of
Austria, West Germany and
Switzerland coped with the
problems of growth and inflation, is examined in this essay.
developments in international cyclical
fluctuations one should answer a preliminary question, namely, how are
cyclical fluctuations and inflation
impulses transmitted from one
country to another?
A small open economy like Austria's
has an exposed sector and a sheltered sector.
The exposed sector
consists of the export
industry as well as
firms which produce
for the domestic market but face competition from imports. The
sheltered sector, on
the other hand, consists of all production
sectors and service
sectors which are not
exposed to international competition. (Economists sometimes say
the sheltered sector
produces "non -traded" goods, i.e.
not traded internationally.) According
to rough estimates, approximately
one-third of the Austrian Gross National Product is produced in the exposed sector, and two-thirds in the sheltered sector. It is the exposed sector
which links an open economy with the
international price and trade cycle. If
international inflation accelerates,
prices in the exposed sector will increase
if exchange rates remain fixed. If, as a
result of an international recession,
AUSTRIA TODAY 1/1977

the demand for Austria's exports
decreases, the exposed sector will shrink
and an u nemployment problem in this
sector will develop. An important
wage link exists between these two sectors: if wages in the exposed sector
increase because of international inflation, wages in the sheltered sector will
increase too by a "spill-over effect".
The reverse is also true: a wage-push in
the sheltered sector influences wage
developments in the exposed sector.
After these preparatory remarks, two
important questions arise:
To what extent has Austria been
directly affected by world inflation
and world recession ?
u In which ways did Austrian economic policy become active or
undergo adjustment ?
If the rate of change of the real GNP is
used as an indicator of the overall
economic situation, it becomes clear
that Austria has overcome the international recession surprisingly well.
Austria was able to overcompensate for
the reduction in the GNP of - 2 percent in 1975, caused by the International recession, by a rate of growth of
4.5 percent in the fo llowing year,
whereas Switzerland experienced an
unusually sharp reduction in the GNP
of -7.6 percent and remained in 1976
on this level.

Change in the
real GNP in%
Table l
West Germany
Austria
Switzerland

1974
+ 0.5
+4.1
+ 1.8

1975
-3.2
-2.0
-7.6

1976
+5.5
+4.5
+0.5

ACTIVISM AND ADJUSTMENT
The most important explanation for
the maintenance of full employment
despite a very deep recession in the
OECD area was the stabilization policy
with the instrument of compensatory
fiscal policy. The Federal budget deficit
rose to 37,000 million Austrian Schillings in 1975 and to 46,000 million
Austrian Schillings in 1976. The
increase was in part automatic, due to
the fall in tax revenues, and in part an
intended result of a special budget for
economic stabilization. No doubt,
these measures produced a positive
multiplier effect, i.e .. they generated a
stream of expenditures larger than the
original budget deficit; however, the
large deficit in the Federal budget also
contributed to keeping the rate of inflation at a relatively high level. The
continuous deficit spending during the
fi rst two years of the recession led to
the maintenance of full employment;
however, the share of the sheltered sector increased at the expense of the
exposed sector, and consequently a
large deficit in the balance of payments
developed.
During the period when fiscal policy
was expansive almost to the extent of
making it a textbook case, inflationary
pressure was resisted by using income
policy and exchange rate policy restrictively (the Austrian Schilling
was revalued several times in that
period). Income policy - although certainly existent in various forms in
various OECD countries- may be
regarded as an Austrian speciality. It is
a procedure for approval of price and
wage increases to which firms and
trade unions subject themselves voluntarily. The " Parity Commission"
which is at the core of this procedure
consists of the "Social Partners" (business and labour representatives) and
the government. ··Within the framework of this commission, price and
wage increases are argued out in view
of macroeconomic indicators. Al. though the recommandations of this
commission do not have the power of
a government regulation, one cannot
deny them a certain economic-political effect. There is little doubt that this
particular income policy was effective
and, especially in 1974 and 1975, that
it mitigated the spill-over of the strong
acceleration of world inflation into
Austria. The Austrian income policy
has made the appearance of explosive
inflationary expectations (according to
which prices and wages increase since
they are expected to increase) largely

ineffective. In the long run it would be
important if Austrian income policy
were to consider more than previously
the expected price and productivity
changes in the exposed sector as an
indicator of wage and price develop ments, and if it were to slow down
more firmly the costpush effects emanating from t he sheltered sector. This
income policy has been supported by a
policy in the foreign-currency market
which aims at maintaining a relatively
stable relation of the Austrian Schilling
tO the upward-floating Deutsch-Mark.
The continuous slight revaluation of
the Austrian Schilling has had two
effects in regard to the rate of inflation:
(1) It has made imports cheaper, and
(2) it has reduced the nominal wage
and profit development in the
exposed sector, since the rising
exchange rate separated the Austrian economy from inflationary
countries like Italy and Great
Britain.

Rates of
inflation in %
Table2
19741975
West Germany 6.9 6.0
Netherlands
9.6 10.2
Great Britain 16.0 24.3
Austria
9. 5 8.4
Switzerland
9.8 6.7
OECD average 13.3 10.6

1976
4.5
9.0
15.0
7.3
1.7
8.5

Table 2 shows that the combination of
income policy and exchange rate
policy in Austria did mitigate the acceleration of inflation as experienced by
other countries; however, it also shows
that the reduction in the inflation rate
has been achieved considerably more
slowly than in West Germany or Switzerland. When one considers a socialwelfare index which takes into
account both employment stabilization and price stabilization, it becomes
clear that Austria has emphasized the
stabilization of employment under the
precondition of an acceptable inflation
rate. The Austrian model can therefore
be characterized by ( 1) a compensatory
fiscal policy supporting the stabilization of the real economy, (2) a restrictive income policy designed to avoid
AUS1RIA TODAY 1/1977

the acceleration of inflation, and (3) a
policy in the foreign-exchange market
intending to keep the domestic rate of
inflation below the average rate of the
OECD countries.
Comparing the Austrian model with
that of West Germany or Switzerland,
for example, one notices a remarkable
difference. Since 1973 West Germany
has been attempting to control the rate
of inflation by using a money supply
target, and Switzerland tried to stop
the undesired inflow of foreign currency by allowing the Swiss Franc to
float freely. Considering price stability
only, both countries were exception ally successful; however, if one considers overall stability (including stabilization of real output, see table 1) then
the success of these countries is less
impressive. As a rule, an open economy
can stabilize the exchange rate of its
currency ; then the money supply cannot be a target, but is a result of the
developments of the balance of payments. This was approximately
Austria's position with a quasi-fixed
relation to the Deutsch-Mark. An
alternative possibility is to stabilize the
money supply allowing by a free
floating exchange rate in the foreign currency market. This was to a large
extent the behaviour model of Switzerland and West Germany. Not considering t he fact that it is actually "technically" difficult to control the money
supply (because it contains components which cannot be influenced by
monetary authorities), a fixed moneysupply target does contribute to price
stability - as seen from experience;
however, it does not contribute to stabilizing output and employment. A
stable money supply or a constant rate
of growth of money supply implies
that a non-anticipated increase in the
rate of inflation or real disturbances
(e.g. the shock caused by the increase
in oil prices) lead the economic system
to generate a higher rate of unemploymeilt. It was especially West Germany
which had such experiences in 1973
and 1974.
This brief essay ist not intended to evaluate the successes of the economic policies of the three countries in question. It
is, however, intended tO draw attention tO the interesting fact that Austria,
West
Germany
and
Switzerland - three open economies with
close economic links-developed entirely different behaviour models in
face of confrontation with the same
developments in ?~Orld economy. e
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EXPORTING TAME BEES
by Hans Ruttner

Selected strains of gentle non-aggressive bees, as raised at
the Institute for Apiculture in Vienna, will be presented at
the International Beekeepers' Congress in Australia this
year. In the following article the head of the Institute
explains its work. Currently peaceful queen bees are
exported b y air mail to South America, the USSR, W est
Germany, and Norway, at a price of AS 250 each.
he Austrian scientist Karl von
Frisch received the Nobel Prize
for his discovery of the "Iang uage of the bees" and its translation
in to human co ncep ts. In the spring of
1976 he was interviewed by
AUSTRIA T O DAY concerning the
African bee which, having been
b rought into Brazil, had become a pest
there. Press and horror movies took up
the idea of the "killer bee". Public

T

opinion seems increasingly to be under
the im pression that bees must be extremely dangerous and vicious creacu res. Are beekeepers then like liontam ers, constantly in danger of their
lives while at work? How do property
owners and neighbours feel w hen
beekeepers set up hives in their
orchards so that their trees will bear
more fruit or their fields yield richer
harvests?

Air-mail package: queen bees

Queen-bee cells
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If bees were not armed with a sting to
defend their sweet winter stores, they
would have died out long ago. The
greater the number of enemies - as, for
instance, in Africa- the greater the
likelihood that only aggressive bee
colonies will survive. In other regions
bees survived even though they attacked only when someone threatened
their nest, for after all each bee that
stings sacrifices its life for its community. There is no doubt of the aggressiveness of the African bee. By contrast, Frisch has emphasized the gentleness of the non-aggressive Austrian bee,
the grey Apis mellifica carnica. Even
the vicious African strains became
considerably tamer when crossed with
Austrian bees. Our institute supplied
Argentinian monks with specially
selected tame queen bees.
The home of the tamest bees is southern Austria and northern Yugoslavia
(Carinthia and Carniola). Scientists
call this strain the Apis mellifica carnica.Just as nature makes a selection in
one way or the other, depending on the
p revailing needs of survival, the breeder, too, encourages certain desirable
qualities, in this case gentleness, by
means of specific selection.
Apiarists are strongly in favour of such
p rocedures. Nowadays bees are kept
not only by farmers living far from
other settlements; apiculture has
become a favourite hobby among the
suburban population. The Carinthian
bees can easily be kept in small gardens
without disturbing neighbours sunbathing next door. A foraging bee will
only attack when it feels threatened.
Of course, it is possible that a foraging
bee will be attracted by the allu ring
smell of honey on the breakfast table
next door. Dont't be afraid! This bee
will not sting, it merely wants to gather
honey. It would be quite wrong to try
and hit it- you won't succeed anyway- because this would make the bee
afraid and aggressive. It is best to
remain calm when faced by a foraging
bee. You might shield your face with
your fingers; the bee w ill not penetrate
such a screen. Nevertheless, it is advis-

